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KHULISA SOCIAL SOLUTIONS

MISSION, VISION & VALUES
MISSION
To address social vulnerabilities and inequalities by providing support and developmental
know-how through key partnerships for initiatives at a community level that quantifiably
demonstrates social impact.
VISION
To create a safer, healthier and more prosperous South Africa where all people, especially
the youth, have access to the information, skills and opportunities needed to contribute to
equitable local and national development.
STATEMENT OF COMMITMENT
Khulisa commits to its stakeholders, partners and beneficiaries to adhere to sound corporate
governance principles and maintain reputational capital by consistently placing those who it
supports first.
All governance matters are King IV compliant, with all employees adhering to these principles.
VALUES

GUIDE
by restoring
empathy, self-belief
and self-worth

EMPOWER
by enabling
confidence,
aspiration and
ownership
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NURTURE
by believing that
all people can
grow

RESTORE
by enabling
people to have an
equal voice and
building trust and
aspiration

KHULISA SOCIAL SOLUTIONS

MESSAGE FROM
THE CHAIRPERSON
I take great pride in having been Khulisa’s Director for over a decade and serving as
Chairperson of the Board for the past six years. As we celebrate Khulisa’s quarter-century
anniversary, we simultaneously need to celebrate the stage at which this organisation now
finds itself in a highly complex and challenging environment, not only relevant to NGOs but to
government, the corporate sector, and the community at large.
Civil society networks and platforms exist in a world that is complex, uncertain, polarised,
chaotic, disconnected, and evolving at a rapid pace. To respond to the critical issues and
challenges faced by civil society today, we need to be agile and adapt accordingly. Thus,
leaders and leadership processes must also be agile and adaptive. Civil society networks and
platforms, characterised by multi-sectoral spaces and a constellation of practices responsible
for unlocking energies, mobilising people and facilitating collaborative co-creation across the
system in a complex and predictable world, have different leadership needs.
Finalising our functional strategy has been a work in progress and, I believe, it positioned us as
a true force to be reckoned with in South Africa and globally. The promotion of social cohesion
is central to Khulisa’s operations and it is achieved only through an ecosystem approach
to service delivery through recruiting networks that can collectively respond to the societal
challenges and crises humanity faces.

TODAY OUR MODEL CONTRIBUTES
TO MORE ABUNDANT, RELEVANT
RESOURCES FOR SOCIAL CHANGE.
Khulisa’s holistic and systemic ecosystem approach recognises the complex system it operates
in, demanding attention be paid to the diverse financial support resources, ensuring it reflects
the environment and overall system surrounding it in each case.
We make underfunded areas visible helping to channel funding to them, and support
movements that don’t receive financial backing. Today our model contributes to more abundant,
relevant resources for social change. Funders and other initiatives can have better insight into
how funding can support the full complexity of civil society initiatives; finding a pathway to
support the complexity of an entire ecosystem and the richness of civil society.
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We are working towards creating systems that seek to achieve change, dismantling patriarchal
beliefs and bigoted institutions, making underfunded areas visible, creating a responsive
framework for resourcing through contributing to abundant and relevant social change sources.
We support the full complexity of multiple civil society initiatives, envisaging an ecosystem that
can lay the foundation for a prosperous society and build vibrant, robust resilient movements,
networks, and platforms.
In closing, a deep appreciation goes to the staff and volunteers who, despite the challenges,
have continued to serve our beneficiaries with unwavering passion and commitment. We
also express our sincere appreciation to, the co-founder of Khulisa, the Department of
Social Development, without whose support and custom Khulisa would not have achieved its
remarkable milestones since the inception of our various relationships.
To our donors and supporters – we salute and thank you all.
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MESSAGE FROM THE
MANAGING DIRECTOR
The year 2022 marks the Silver Jubilee of Khulisa. Twenty-five years, a quarter of a century –
that’s a long time for an organisation to endure. Endurance in our times isn’t easy. Meaningful
endurance is even more challenging. For an organization to survive over 25 years and be as
relevant today as it was at its founding is quite a feat and an honor. What has been needed to
rise from a fledgling entity treading into the unknown world of offender rehabilitation in 1997
to now being recognized as a leading developmental non-profit organization in our country –
has required resilience, guts, and determination.
Our journey as a catalytic organisation, touching the lives of millions of South Africans, has
been one of experiential learning and organic growth. We have expanded from initially
listening to the stories of young offenders to delivering behavioral change amongst children
at risk and in conflict with the law, rendering victim-offender mediation programmes,
spearheading restorative justice interventions, capacitating fledgling NGOs and working
with the community on multiple fronts. As a result, we have seen a reduction in inequality of
opportunities, increased active citizenship and strengthened local NGO activities, resulting in
enhanced social cohesion.
While the current situation in our country is not a time for celebration, it is a time for us to
reflect on the past, and more importantly, focus on the future. Vision, persistence, endurance,
achievement – these are the threads of Khulisa’s tapestry.
Key strategic drivers in the next two years.

VISION, PERSISTENCE, ENDURANCE, ACHIEVEMENT
– THESE ARE THE THREADS OF KHULISA’S TAPESTRY
A FOCUS ON SOCIAL COHESION
Having developed a solid Theory of Change Model, we will champion social cohesion in South
Africa to address the inequality and social challenges that plague our society. We will achieve
this through a holistic, inter-sectoral approach, involving communities, a network of NGOs,
the private sector, and the government all working together. Through Khulisa’s social cohesion
approach, we drive and hold a space for the diversity of development through dialogues
and partnerships; by doing so, we constantly strive to pave the way for collective action by
empowering communities.
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DEVELOPING STRATEGIES TO PROMOTE
COLLABORATION BETWEEN NGOS
As a catalyst organisation, we focus on building the
capacity of grassroots NGOs, thus demonstrating
that communities possess valuable and often hidden
knowledge and skills that, if unlocked, can become far
more valuable and, consequently, more fundable.
WORKING IN GEOGRAPHIC ECOSYSTEMS
There is now both an urgent need and an opportunity to
craft social compacts to enable South Africa to achieve
higher growth and employment, increased investment,
and savings. This compact will offer attractive and
compelling benefits to all partners in our areas of operation. In addition, we believe crafting
social alliances contributes to a culture of dialogue and peace-making. They also secure
genuine commitment across all facets of society as part of a national effort to build unity in
diversity.
To achieve the vision of NGOs working in alignment, a democratic culture of collaboration
needs to be nurtured. Therefore, our current focus is to fortify our ecosystem approach toward
securing funding. We believe collaborative networks can respond better to societal challenges
and the crises humanity faces. This approach involves all social factors operating within a
broad social change context of the political environment and social realities. Doing so can
determine the distribution of resources and skills development to those in most need.
CONCLUSION
We can only celebrate our remarkable achievements over the past 25 years thanks to
the partners, stakeholders and funders that supported our vision to achieve a healthy and
prosperous South Africa. I pay tribute to the board of directors for their ongoing support and
guidance. To our management team, I sincerely appreciate your dedication and hard work,
often in the face of extreme adversity. To our staff, volunteers, and interns, you are the legacy
of Khulisa. To our donors, without you, we would not be. Your commitment and loyalty will
never pass unappreciated.
We are all prepared to fortify this company by finding solutions to our sector’s challenges and
ensuring we overcome them.
Many thanks and Happy 25 years of Khulisa to all our stakeholders.

March 2022
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HOW IT ALL STARTED
GENESIS OF KHULISA
In celebration of Khulisa’s first anniversary (1998), Founder
and managing director Lesley Ann van Selm published a summary of extracts of journal entries
written by the organisation’s first group of young offenders. My Path, the self-discovery journaling
and creative writing skills development programme that was presented to the young offenders,
significantly contributed towards their self-knowledge within a few months.
Below follows the introduction to the book entitled “Cries Without Tears”, dedicated to Lesley
Ann’s father, Jack van Selm who supported her in establishing Khulisa between 1995 and 1998
when he passed away.
INTRODUCTION
It was not on the agenda which, as it stood, listed over 60 items. An unexpected “guest speaker”
on a Monday morning was hardly something inspiring, especially for a group of hardened
government and youth justice officials.
My impromptu presentation at the COMJAT (Co-ordination of the Management of Juveniles
Awaiting Trial) meeting had been arranged by Johanna Prozesky from the Department of
Welfare. I had met her only three days earlier when I had accompanied cultural historian, Credo
Mutwa, and his companion, a traditional healer, to a “rites of passage” workshop in Natal.
I met Credo in 1986 when I was assisting a group of Americans who were contemplating the
making of a film based upon his book “Indaba My Children”. Totally spellbound by his cultural
brilliance and storytelling skills, I spent the ensuing years working with him on the documentation
of many literary works, the primary focus of which was traditional folklore. We traveled to
Australia, Bolivia, Peru, and England exploring the many similarities between ancient cultures.
The passion I feel today for the people of Africa, their heritage and indigenous philosophies must
be attributed to the profound insight I gained from him.
At the time this new dimension was added to my life, I was working on a Telkom-backed project,
which was to run in partnership with the Gauteng Department of Education. Entitled “Usiko”
(meaning heritage), the programme combined storytelling with multifaceted life skill activities in
an attempt to enhance self-respect and mutual understanding between different ethnic groups.
My arrangement with Telkom was that, prior to the final compilation of the programme material
(which included comic books, facilitator’s guides, audiotapes and CDs), we would pilot the
programme material in suitably relevant institutions. Johanna mentioned the grave problems
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the Provincial Welfare Departments were facing
regarding the lack (or total absence) of programmes
suitable for young people awaiting trial. At the time
the Department of Welfare was under pressure to
ensure the establishment of secure care facilities in
each of the provinces to facilitate the relocation of
young people awaiting trial.
To formalise my proposal that two pilot Usiko programmes be run in correctional facilities,
Johanna suggested that I address this particular COMJAT meeting. The story of how Konde the
baboon acquired his gross, purple buttocks, which I played on audiotape, worked wonders. The
go-ahead for the project was unanimously agreed upon.
The programme, now identified as “Khulisa” (a Zulu word meaning “let the young child grow”),
was first tested at the Soweto-based Walter Sisulu Child and Youth Care Centre. This multiple-care
facility serves as a place of safety in terms of the Child Care Act as well as a Secure Care Centre
under the Criminal Procedure Act.
The outcome after one week was so positive that, at a press conference following the activities,
the Deputy Director General for the Gauteng Department of Welfare and Population stated that
the Department would consider taking the programme to all provinces. Due to budget restraints,
however, this has as yet not transpired.
The second institution selected was Leeuwkop Prison, situated to the north of Johannesburg.
Medium B, the juvenile section, was located in the heart of the rolling farmland prison grounds.
The programme was introduced in an address to all 750 inmates huddled together under the
slanting corrugated “half dak” (half roof). This sheltered dining area was located in the central
courtyard, completely surrounded by cells, each of which accommodated between 30 and 40
inmates. Following the address, 40 inmates were chosen from the volunteers who came forward.
These volunteers became the pioneers of the Khulisa programme.
The activities scheduled were based on the story of Sipho, a young township boy who fell afoul of
the law. Ironically, none of the issues presented in this story were too far removed from the lives of
most of the young people in our group.
Sipho was brought up in absolute squalor by an uncle who was a crook and loathed by everyone
around him. Sipho began to follow suit… a likely candidate for a life in prison. Fortunately,
he discovered he had a flair for mathematics and that he could make use of his skill in running
restaurants. His confidence grew as he found that the community around him respected him for
what he had now achieved, and for the help he was giving the community. When Sipho died in a
car crash, everyone mourned his passing.
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We worked in the outdoor visitors’ contact room for 5 days,
during which time Sipho vividly came to life through multiple
creative expressions. A “new type” of group behavior emerged
and by Friday the audience was exposed to, and awed by, that
“something bigger” we had all become.
During the unfolding of the week, we had a sense that something
magical was happening. The inmates were transforming the
world around them. They were taking responsibility for what they
were doing with their lives – even if it could only be for relatively
fleeting moments in such a limited environment. Their beliefs, and the way they interpreted the
story, dictated the way things worked for them. It was through this experience that we, as well as
they, realised that collectively, an enormous capacity existed to change the attitudes and therefore
the circumstances of young offenders.
The sensation of our being able to effect change, especially in a place of such “darkness”, is
what has spurred emotions since these young people came into our lives. The realities of how we
would be able to continue working in such dismal places did not occur to us then, nor has it been
a factor since, even though, very often, the obstacles seemed insurmountable.
At this point, Khulisa developed into a fully-fledged personal transformation programme based on
the theory of “self-renewal”, Our 12-month self-guided therapy course and storytelling workshops
were in preparation for application in prisons in England, Scotland and America. The training
programmes and manuals we offered were also in the process of being adapted for various
ethnic groups and took into consideration different levels of literacy. All our programme material
had been researched and written in concert with offenders, their stories and past studies played a
pivotal role in its development.
A great source of inspiration in my life was to be surrounded by our team of young parolees.
Building trust and confidence – within ourselves, and between one another – was not always
easy, particularly amongst our team at the office who truly had to be commended for “running
with me” on this one. We made our mistakes and misjudged quite a few situations but, overall,
their “placements” was very rewarding and undoubtedly successful.
Many of the young people with whom we worked yearned to start a new life. They knew their
guilt; their track record was permanent. But, in many cases, their dream was to perhaps study or
work, but definitely live in peace with their family, their community and their friends – just being
“normal” and in a position to make a meaningful contribution.
I hope that by sharing their dreams and worlds with us, we, together, can build a more cooperative South Africa – for the benefit of each and every one of us.
June 1998
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KEY MILESTONES OVER THE PAST 25 YEARS

1997 - ONGOING
Pioneered South Africa’s first in-prison
rehabilitation programme for juveniles,
subsequently worked in over 200
correctional centres around South Africa,
including the development of subsequent
abuse programme and HIV / Aids peer
education programme with the UN that
was exported and rolled out in prisons
throughout various SADC countries.

2007 - ONGOING
Introduced community-based restorative
justice/mediation/peace-making
interventions initially in KwaZulu-Natal
and subsequently nationally throughout
the criminal justice system. We successfully
mediated over 16,000 cases.

2019-2021 - ONGOING
Research and development of our
Communities of Opportunity concept in
six provinces in South Africa, consulting
almost 3,000 community members at
grassroots level on their perspective of
social cohesion.

2022 - ONGOING
Spearheading social cohesion /
peacemaking project in Alexandra
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2000 - ONGOING
Implemented one of South Africa’s first
diversion programmes (Second Chance
Opportunities for First Time Offenders)
well before the law promulgated diversion.
Khulisa subsequently became an accredited
service provider to the Department of Social
Development and has rendered programmes
in all provinces throughout South Africa.

2007 ONGOING
Launch of Khulisa UK, now one of the
most successful NGOs in the country,
utilising South Africa’s tried and tested
programmes in multiple correctional
settings.

2021 - ONGOING
Secured funding through the City of
Cape Town for the Streetscapes project
to expand its services to the homeless
through partnerships with 13 NGOs,
reaching over 600 homeless people.
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REGIONAL REVIEW
GAUTENG

ALEXANDRA
Peacemaking promotes social cohesion
Through its reputational capital and longevity of working in Alexandra, Khulisa has built a
strong stakeholder network with individuals and organisations.
Alexandra township is located in the north-east of Johannesburg and has a population of
roughly 700,000 inhabitants. The community is known for its poor infrastructure. Following
the July unrest in KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng, Alexandra was reportedly one of the most
hard-hit communities. On the 21st July 2021, Khulisa began to facilitate a peace mediation
process among stakeholders involved and affected by the unrest, namely looters, victims,
shop owners, children, those who lost loved ones, members of the LGBTQIA+ fraternity,
persons with disabilities, foreign nationals, and NGOs. The aim was to ascertain the causal
factors of the violence and what solutions the community was able to propose to rebuild
social cohesion. Fourteen peace-mediation circles were held within one month, reaching
230 community members.
The research findings demonstrated a need to empower the community, individuals, and
NGOs to roll out peace-building activities in their respective catchment areas. The inference
is that, as seen during the dialogue sessions, they could also create an inclusive, collective
space for experience-sharing and conflict resolution. A further gap identified was ignorance
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of the Constitution, the Bill of Human Rights and active citizenship.
To sustain the work done, Khulisa began to craft a Theory of Change Model that would
position the project in Alex as a prototype Social Cohesion model for replication in other
violence wrecked communities.
Master training 20 NGO’s in peace mediation in order to facilitate behavior change amongst
children, victims, offenders, NGO’s and the community at large.
Key elements in the designed interventions, aimed at reaching approximately
200,000 direct and indirect beneficiaries and serving the Alexandra community
at large, include:
• Facilitating behavioral change amongst children, victim offenders, NGOs, and the community.
• The development and implementation of an in-depth practical entrepreneurship component
The roll-out of this project is due to commence in April 2022.

ROODEPOORT
Khulisa Supported the Ark Shelter for Abused
and Homeless Children
Dora Mazibuko, a nurse by profession, and her husband, a
pastor, began helping children in need in their hometown of
Meadowlands, Soweto, accommodating homeless minors in her home. Meanwhile, in 1997,
Dora also started a soup kitchen in Roodepoort next to Shoprite. In 2014, a pastor from a
former Anglican Church allowed Dora to use their facility for her charity initiatives. As a
result, Dora’s Ark Shelter for the Abused and Homeless Children officially found a home.
Sadly, in 2017 Dora passed away, and that’s when her daughter, Mrs. Thembi, took over
from Dora and continued managing the shelter.
The shelter cares for 43 children on a permanent basis with about ten children joining the
shelter for services per month. Khulisa started working with Dora’s Ark Shelter for the Abused
and Homeless Children in 2021, a partnership that proved fruitful for the shelter. Clothes,
toiletries, and food were donated by Khulisa, some of which have come from Phophi Sokana,
a social worker at Khulisa and managing director Lesley Ann van Selm. Dineo Tseme, another
social worker at Khulisa, introduced the VW Organization to the shelter. This organisation
has donated toys for the children.
Since Khulisa’s involvement with the shelter, Elsie Mavundza, a Khulisa social worker,
facilitated the children’s participation in several programmes. I.e., the September School
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Holiday programme at a swimming pool in Roodepoort, the December School Holiday
programme at a sports ground in Roodepoort, and other programmes that have helped
children with problems such as low self-esteem and bullying. Mrs Thembi, the shelter’s
manager, said, “Khulisa has added value to the shelter ever since we started working with
them, the programme, the activities and the good things shared to the shelter. As a result, our
children’s self-esteem has improved, they practice Ubuntu values, and the bullying issues are
under control.”

SOWETO
Residents to Benefit from Enhanced Vision Through
Partnership with OneSight
On the 31st of January 2022, OneSight, an independent non-profit organisation committed
to eradicating the global vision care crisis, reached out to Khulisa with an incredible
opportunity:- to help at least five hundred people in Soweto, among other townships in
Johannesburg. OneSight trained eight Khulisa staff members to conduct pre-screening
assessments to ensure that beneficiaries selected were eligible for the glasses valued at
approximately R3,000 per unit. Lameez Eksteen, the country manager of OneSight, said,
“Together with our donor and Khulisa, we will be bringing solutions through our sustainable
and charitable clinic.” Beneficiaries from all over Soweto were given the pre-screening
assessments throughout February and March. The joint effort successfully reached the target
number of five hundred people. The initiative also aimed to reach persons with albinism and
provide them with sunglasses to help with their sensitivity to sunlight.
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HAMMANSKRAAL
Stages Crime Awareness Walk
A 6.7-kilometre Crime Awareness Walk held in Hammanskraal was in celebration of Khulisa’s
25th Anniversary. Khulisa staff, stakeholders and community members participated in the
walk to help bring awareness to Khulisa’s crime prevention programmes. The stakeholders
included the Hammanskraal SAPS, Temba SAPS, Temba Department of Correctional Services,
Metro Police, SANCA, COGTA, the Department of Health, Tshwane Medical Services,
Tshedimosetso Skills Development, Government Communications, Blue Bulls and the Office
of the Councillor. Events like these highlight Khulisa’s dedication to working with NGO
partners and stakeholders to ensure we reach as many beneficiaries as possible through our
partnership approach.
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REGIONAL REVIEW
MPUMALANGA

BANKSETA
Supporting Mpumalanga Maths and Science Matriculants
Khulisa signed an MOA with BANKSETA in respect of the 2021/2022 financial year for the
Maths and Science Support Programme. The objective was to improve the core Maths and
Science symbols of 80 learners on the programme to a minimum D symbol to facilitate their
entrance into tertiary educational institutions.
Khulisa committed to providing assistance and expertise to disadvantaged learners to
develop their skills and knowledge and to assist in various aspects of their educational and
entrepreneurial upliftment. Learners received study packages which included study guides,
notebooks, pens, and a scientific calculator. The extra classes were conducted from the 1st
of July to the middle of November 2021 twice a week on Fridays and Sundays by teachers
appointed by Khulisa.
As the Khulisa team, we are proud to say that 79 of the 80 learners registered in the
programme completed it and wrote the National Exams in November/December 2021. Only
one child who left the school also left the programme.
The programme significantly benefits under-performing/unprivileged learners in the rural
catchment areas. It provides, without any cost to parents, enhanced education to enable
matriculants admission into tertiary education institutions. Khulisa looks forward to a
sustained relationship with BANKSETA in the new financial year.
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SECUNDA
Research on Developing Resilient Youth in Secunda
The Resilient Youth in Stressed Environments Project (RYSE) is a 5-year, multi-national research
project investigating youth resilience in communities impacted by the oil and gas industry in
Canada (Drayton Valley) and South Africa (Secunda/eMbalenhle). The project is an extensive
multidisciplinary collaboration led by Dr Ungar, the Canadian Research Chair in Child and
Youth Resilience and Director of the Resilience Research Centre at Dalhousie University and
co-led by Dr Linda Theron, Full Professor, Department of Educational Psychology and Centre
for the Study of Resilience, University of Pretoria. Funded by the Canadian Institute of Health
Research (CIHR), this project seeks to understand better the intersections of psychological,
biological, social, economic, and ecological factors concerning the resilience of the youth
(13-24) who live in oil and gas producing communities. The team of human biologists,
mental health professionals, community development specialists, and environmental scientists
have been researching the strengths and protective factors that enhance the ability of
youths to adapt when their environment changes. The project is conducted closely with each
community, including the local youth.
Khulisa, who has supported the RYSE study from its inception, was invited to lead this
knowledge translation (KT) effort in South Africa. This invitation links to Khulisa’s reputation
as a change leader at the local and national level and long-standing collaboration with the
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academics leading RYSE (Ungar, Theron). It also links to Khulisa’s history of engaging with/
providing services to the communities affiliated with the RYSE study (i.e., eMbalenhle and
Secunda, Mpumalanga Province, South Africa).
Under Khulisa’s mentorship, the RYSE Youth Committee members have been working
together to develop a KT strategy and share the RYSE findings with potential end-users using
innovative and youth-driven methods. Collaboratively building the KT strategy and developing
youth-led projects to promote RYSE results and stimulates actionable change, and transfers
skills-building and networking opportunities throughout the process.
Key Findings and Messages from the RYSE Study
• Youth resilience is only partly about youths’ strengths - youth resilience is
co-produced by youth, their families, and their communities.
• Although personal strengths – like having a warrior spirit, asking for help or being future
oriented – matter, strong families and resourced communities matter as much
or more.
• School-going minors report being more resilient when;
o Their teachers are kind and competent,
o Their caregivers care about their schooling/progress and motivate them,
o And their schools are resourced.
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REGIONAL REVIEW
WESTERN CAPE
OVERVIEW OF WESTERN CAPE OPERATIONS
Written by Mandy Mubaiwa, Senior Social Worker
Another year has ended, and in the Western Cape, we reflect on and celebrate our outstanding
accomplishments this past year. Despite the myriad of growing challenges facing the non-profit
sector both locally and internationally, we have managed to continue to reach out and make a
difference in the lives of our beneficiaries.
The Western Cape is one of the provinces in which Khulisa Social Solutions operates. It is home
to five of our regional-based offices covering areas such as Cape Town CBD, Mitchells Plain,
Somerset West, Strand, Gugulethu and Worcester.
In support of the organisation’s vision of a better and safer South Africa for all, the Western Capebased team works to better the areas we serve by offering crime prevention services within the
schools, courts, and local community.
The essential services and programmes for the year 2021-22 included:
• Victim offender mediations
• Court-based adult diversion programmes
• School-based life skills programmes
• Parent & caregiver workshops
• Gender-based violence perpetrator workshops
• Youth reintegration
Khulisa Western Cape has worked tirelessly to adapt to a fast-changing world and has touched
the lives of over 3,400 beneficiaries through our group, individual and community-based
interventions. The overview of services rendered in the province bears testimony to the remarkable
work of a team that, despite serious resource challenges, still managed to achieve its service
delivery targets.
Regardless of the province’s economic climate, we have persevered together as a team and came
out stronger, working towards our objectives. The prevention of crime in the region has remained
a critical component of our work. Crime prevention, particularly social crime prevention, not only
targets the causes of crime but, in the longer term, does so in the most cost-effective manner. It
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addresses those factors that contribute to the occurrence of crime to stop the escalation of crime
and achieve a meaningful level of prevention and protection for individuals, families, and the
community. Because of these services, we obtain the experience of working within the justice
system to be part of the solution, not the problem.
During this year, we learned that our staff members are the backbone of the province’s highly
specialised services and interventions. They provide the human capital, resources, skills, and
expertise to address and provide solutions to the challenges our beneficiaries face. Without them,
we really would not be where we are today.
This is What They Had to Say with Regards to Working for Khulisa
“While working for Khulisa, we are able to fulfill our passion of working in Restorative Justice and
being able to help and assist others but also build better individuals, families and communities”
“Engaging with different people via facilitating programmes is what I love about my work, I like
the fact that I get more experience from the training that the NGO provide for their staff”
“What I like about working for Khulisa is having supportive and encouraging colleagues; helping
people to get second chances in life by rendering diversion programmes”
Client Success Story- Adult Diversion
We met “Chris” in August 2021 when he came into our offices after being arrested for a
shoplifting offence when he was homeless. One of our qualified social workers assessed and
referred him to attend one of our adult diversion programmes.
He attended our theft intervention workshop,
a programme designed to challenge the
negative thoughts that lead to shoplifting while
simultaneously allowing the individual to restore
power in their choices.
A week after completing the diversion
programme via our social service linking
process, he received assistance getting
placement in a local shelter. He managed to
stay for almost three months. Since receiving
the intervention and assistance, work
opportunities have opened for him again
because of the continued support from our
Cape Town team.
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CAPE TOWN
Bridgetown High School
2019-2021 and beyond
Khulisa has been working in partnership with FirstRand Volunteers through a number of staff /
learner mentorship programmes. Over a three-year period, the programme matched learners from
grade 10 to grade 12 with FirstRand Volunteers who provided emotional and educational support
to their mentees. The mentorship programme for the Bridgetown mentees started in 2019 with an
initial intake of 13 mentees.
The following were some of the activities engaged in by the participants:
• Needs analysis
• Mentor/mentee pairing
• Mentor/mentee training
• Drug awareness and teenage pregnancy workshops
• Bullying needs analysis/survey
• Psychometric tests
• Circle dialogue
The 3-year programme with learners from Bridgetown High School in Athlone came to an end
in March 2022. Through engagement with mentors, the mentees benefited from projects such as
drug awareness, teenage pregnancy, psychometric testing, career guidance, dialogue circles and
opportunities to apply for bursaries.
Success story:
Priscilla* (not her real name) reached out to Khulisa’s social worker, expressing her anxiety about
a job interview. After writing her supplementary exam and staying at home for two months, her
two previous interviews reaped no positive outcome which exacerbated her self-doubt and low
self-esteem. With coaching and emotional support, she was accepted to be employed by a retail
company. This was followed by further engagement with her to establish her medium and longterm goal in her employment.
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STREETSCAPES
A Whole Society Approach to Homelessness
2022 has been a year of partnerships for Streetscapes. To find more sustainable ways to
deal with the ever-growing homelessness plaguing the city, Streetscapes championed a
collaborative approach between thirteen NGOs funded by the National Treasury/City of
Cape Town.
This joint Public Employment Programme ‘PEP’ has seen a societal approach emerge.
Involving various civic and government partners sharing best practices, and pooling
resources, skills, and tools.
Streetscapes whole society approach

1

13 NGO SERVICE
PROVIDERS
NGO’s Residents & Ratepayers
Association Improvement
Districts

20 CPT SUBURBS*
550 street / beach / park
cleaners, 70 safety monitors
& parking attendants, 100
outreach & recycling

2

3
CAPE
TOWN
667 STREET
HOMELESS

Working across the Cape
Town metro earning an
income, whilst receiving
psychosocial support
& housing

4

CITY & PROVINCE
City fieldworkers, shelters,
transitional housing, Matrix
substance, outpatient rehabilitation,
inpatient rehab, clinics, hospitals,
mental health services

NATIONAL
GOVERNMENT
Public Employment Program
Stipends Nation Social Housing

*Green Point, Sea Point, Fresnaye, Bantry Bay, Camps Bay, Bakover, Vredehoek, CBD, Foreshore, Observatory, Woodstock,
Parow, Belville, Durbanville, Kuilsriver, Blue Downs, Muizneberg, Kenilworth, Mitchell’s plain, Phillippi
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The project has made significant strides in its first six months of service delivery:
• 667 homeless individuals have earned a regular income
• The number of people sleeping on the streets dropped 72%
• Substance rehab made available - 65% no longer using substances problematically
The approach is client-centred, non-punitive and seeks to give homeless people back their
dignity by providing work and not handouts. Getting individuals housed is the next priority,
coupled with a comprehensive psychosocial programme built around the ‘support don’t
punish’ principle.
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REGIONAL REVIEW
NORTH WEST

RUSTENBURG
Introduction of Sport at Retlakgona Primary School Results in
Enhanced Learner Performance
Retlakgona Primary School is located in Meriting, Rustenburg and accommodates
approximately 1,500 learners. The school faces numerous behavioural challenges. However,
through guidance, leadership, and support from Khulisa to the learners and parents for several
years, we have helped achieve remarkable successes in behaviour change and improved
academic performance. In addition, our Peer Educator Programme has created a solid and
trustworthy relationship with the school.
Not having an operational sports department presented challenges to the school through the
lack of provision of sports and extramural activities. This fact was compounded by the absence
of a reliable sports coach and sufficient sports equipment. Inactivity amongst the learners
resulted in decreased self-confidence, apathy, laziness and decreased inter-relational skills.
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Calvin Seithlamo, an internationally qualified Taekwondo coach and intern with Khulisa, was
placed at the school to address this challenge. Assuming the role of the sports coach, they
introduced interventions that soon gained support from management and learners. Within a
few months, he established a local soccer team, which joined the local league, and a netball
team, followed by the introduction of athletics for both boys and girls.
The revival of recreational sport in the school was supported by all the learners who diligently
attended training sessions. In addition, through active engagement during school breaks,
in the afternoons and school holidays, there was a rapid change in the behaviour of the
learners.
Testimony:
“Athletics is a group of sporting events that involves competitiveness. I did athletics at school
and no one knew me before doing athletics but when they saw that I have running talent they
started to form friendship with me. When I started running laps, I used to save my energy for
the final lap and at the final lap I would use all my energy that was left in order to take first
position. I went to a race in the Rustenburg district - but I lost. I learnt that participation in
school athletics teaches kids about the importance of movement and physical fitness. When
these values are emphasized to students who are doing athletics, they start to become active
and sports kids are not allowed to use illegal drugs.”
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REGIONAL REVIEW
LIMPOPO
PROFILE OF OUR SA YOUTH AT WORK INTERN
Johannes Boiki Malapile
My name is Johannes Boiki Malapile. I’m 29 from Ramokokastad and grew up on farms in
Koedoeskop. A single mother raised me. The situation at home forced me to drop out of school
at nineteen in grade 11. I was very naughty at school; all the teachers hated me. After dropping
out of school, I went out looking for a job. I found work at Tshepong Clinic in home-based care.
It was very challenging because I was working with people of different ages. I was very patient
with people, and they liked me. I realised I had a gift which could help other people—my time at
Khulisa taught me how to facilitate peace-making dialogue circles. Dialogue sessions provide a
safe, supportive space where all learners can explore sensitive topics through open discussions to
work through differences, appreciate diversion and build consensus.

CASE STUDY
Peacemaking Dialogue in Northam Secondary School Facilitated
by Johannes
Most of our community members discriminate against each other, especially about cultural and
tribal differences. The situation we faced was that the Tswana learners felt that their language was
the most dominant in the school, thereby inflicting hurt on those of Xhosa origin. The dialogue
circle focused on understanding tribalism, learning to respect one another and discrimination
resulting in community conflict, bullying, and emotional and verbal abuse. The outcome of the
session assisted learners in understanding diversity and utilising conflict resolution and restoration
as a way to repair harm, develop the support of relationships and solve conflict through
understanding and dialogue. Learners shared what they had learnt and how they felt about the
outcomes at the end of each session. And this is what some of them had to say:
Learners Feedback:
“I learnt that we are all different as people and that we can never be the same. We should just
learn to respect each other. We need more sessions like this to bring the Xhosa and Tswana
people together.”
“I’ve learnt that to live whilst holding a grudge against, or hating someone, is to kill yourself
inside because the person you hate is happy, living a good life, while your life has stopped
because of hatred. You feel for a person who is happy.”
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REGIONAL REVIEW
KWA-ZULU NATAL
AMAJUBA DISTRICT
In 2020, Khulisa partnered with the I Matter Foundation, an NPO based in the Amajuba District.
The organisation’s core function is to provide therapeutic interventions for young people with
learning and physical disabilities, victims of social dysfunctionality, health education, and
community upliftment. The organisation’s primary beneficiaries are children, youth and women.
In 2001, through SA Youth @ Work, an organisation that provides unemployed youth with a
deeply supported and meaningful year of work experience in non-traditional worksites, Khulisa
successfully secured funding from the YES programme to assign two dynamic, young interns to
the I Matter Foundation for a year.
The relationship of interns Nomvula Ngema and Xoli Hadebe with Khulisa dates back to 2016,
when Khulisa introduced a Mentorship Programme in their school. In 2017 they and 120 other
learners participated in a gap year programme where post-matriculants were provided with
21st century skills to prepare them for tertiary education, the workplace or setting up their own
organisations.
Says the CEO and Founder of the I Matter Foundation, Nomusonto Sokhelo, “Our experience
with Nomvula and Xoli has been great. They are hardworking and keen to learn. We see them
grow on a daily basis and wanting to learn new things. We are really honored to be working
with them and we are looking forward to a continuous working relationship with them”.
Since its inception, Nomvula and Xoli have been
allocated to schools in the Dunhauser area,
where they conducted awareness programmes
relating to TB, HIV/Aids and Covid 19. In
addition, the girls have been working in teams
to identify and support people with disabilities
in the communities. Our young interns are
hardworking and keen to learn. We have seen
them grow daily, wanting to learn new things.
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UGU DISTRICT
Khulisa Forges a Partnership with the Founder of a Food Security Project
in the UGU District
Jeanne-Louise Kinsey is the founder of the Khula Kanyekanye project, established two
years ago in the community of KwaNzimakwe in the UGU district of KwaZulu Natal. Khula
Kanyekanye means to grow together, and the project’s vision is to grow the soil, nutritional
food, friendships, and networks. They aim to rally key community members around the goal of
creating foodscape gardens that use natural, organic, and permaculture farming techniques to
create sustainable, healthy food security. With the threat of climate change, rising food prices,
and growing unemployment causing criminality and civic unrest, the project aims to highlight
the importance of the One Family-One Garden philosophy.
The initial project outcome is the establishment of three communal gardens in different
locations in the KwaNzimakwe area. These gardens would act as training models for creating
core groups of enthusiasts who assist communities with establishing home gardens, realising
the One Family-One Garden vision. Therefore, raising levels of self-sufficiency and pride and
providing earning potential from excess produce and job creation for the project team.
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The first garden would be a subsidiary of the local soup kitchen established with the help
of Khula Kanyekanye. The second garden would provide training and assistance for the
community of Kwa Mothoayingeni, which consists predominantly of oomakhulu (grandmothers)
who are left to care for many children.
Khulisa adopted the project in early 2022 to assist in formalising the operations and
government structures of the initiative. Khulisa furthermore provides guidance with conducting
a grassroots survey to assess local needs, identify appropriate stakeholders, and evaluate the
feasibility of the intervention.
Subsequently, with the guidance of Vuka valley’s agriculturist Matt Kroll, community members
assisted with establishing several 4x4 meter half-round permaculture-style foodscapes and
planting fruit, moringa trees, and sugar cane, sweet potato, beans, and butternut. JeanneLouise from her organic garden has supplied plants. During the next few months, the intention
is to introduce spinach, peppers, herbs, kale, and cabbage to provide the local soup kitchen
with fresh produce.
With financial support from local community members, the ultimate vision is to expand the
food garden concept. It will include other permaculture homestead system components such
as chicken runs, water harvesting and food processing. The emphasis will be on maximising
the use of locally available materials and talent. The achievement of these goals depends on
finding potential funders. Should the project prove successful, it could form a replicable model
in other communities.
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NATIONAL REVIEW
DIVERSION SERVICES
Diversion has formed the core of Khulisa’s service delivery nationally to the Department
of Social Development since early this century. Diversion refers to diverting an accused child
or adult away from formal court procedures and towards more constructive and positive
solutions. Diversion aims to encourage offenders to take responsibility for their actions and
avoid re-offending following extensive consultation over the past two years.
Following extensive consultations over the past two years with research psychologist, Sheri
Errington from Social Perspectives, Khulisa has developed a Theory of Change model for
diversion, which is featured below. This Theory of Change model has capacitated Khulisa
and Khulisa facilitators in the understanding of the change process and the impact that
diversion has on the individual beneficiary, the family and the community.
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MINA CUP
Khulisa joins forces with Mina Cup across many provinces
Over the past two years, Khulisa has enjoyed a reciprocal relationship with Mina Cup
founder Zaakira Mahomed. They have generously donated over 2000 menstrual cups to
various beneficiaries in collaboration with several of our offices and projects.
“As females, we believe in catering for the needs of girls during their period and wanted to
create a menstrual product which addresses issues such as odour, infection and excessive
discharge, to name a few, that could be used comfortably as they go about their day,”
says founder Zaakira. “Therefore, the organisation has worked extremely hard to create
a comfortable, easy to use and eco-friendly product.” Feedback from all Khulisa’s regions
demonstrates the benefits of Cups as opposed to the use of sanitary pads, particularly from a
cost effective point of view.
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SOWETO CARE SYSTEM
Soweto care system provides much-needed data management for diversion
A Soweto Care System and Khulisa Social Solution Partnership
The Soweto Care System is a web-based database solution for NPOs providing services to
beneficiaries. We have done so for over ten years, with 100 active customers internationally.
Examples of organisations using the software include Lawyers for Human Rights, SANCA
Central, Kids Haven, Lawyers Against Abuse, The Teddy Bear Clinic, Afrika Tikkun and
Johannesburg Child Welfare, to name a few.
Comment from Mirabelle Felix Ngyah of the Soweto Care System (SCS)
The partnership between SCS and KSS came into being on 19 November 2021. For us,
KSS has become a growth-oriented organisation with a very ambitious management team
dedicated to making this partnership successful and sustainable. Having such a big and
robust organisation on board makes us proud. We can effectively exercise our decade-long
experience implementing databases with NGOs. While simultaneously identifying other
thought-provoking areas to form part of our wish to develop SCS further. Many fields on SCS
only allow for drop-down values, thus securing data quality and correct consolidation. The
system adopted was customised based on KSS’s request by setting the necessary drop-down
values and relevant fields. Workshops have been conducted in 20 sites with 36 Khulisa staff
having been trained on how to use the system.

KHULISA OFFICES PARTICIPATE
IN 25TH ANNIVERSARY
COMPETITION
In January, in celebration of our quarter of a century,
Khulisa launched a competition. It challenged
all its regions and Shared Services Centres to
devise innovative ideas to celebrate Khulisa’s 25th
anniversary within their perspective catchment
areas. A template was designed for all offices to
complete, which included a project title, goals
and objectives, a budget, place and date, team or
roles and a marketing plan. In February, the offices
presented their concepts to the Khulisa marketing
team and Prenessa Nalliah, a specialist in corporate
communication. Celebratory community events will
be running nationally throughout the year.
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CELEBRATING A LONG-TERM PARTNERSHIP
WITH UKZN AND DR HEMA HARGOVAN
Khulisa Social Solution has enjoyed a mutually beneficial, 16 year partnership with Dr Hema
Hargovan from the School of Built Environment at the University of KwaZulu-Natal. Dr Hargovan’s
knowledge and experience in restorative justice significantly contributed to the development,
implementation and evaluation of the Justice and Restoration Programme (JARP) in Phoenix,
KwaZulu-Natal. In 2009, Khulisa not only offered post-graduate students from Criminology an
opportunity to spend a week gaining valuable community based experience, but also participate
in their flagship “Silence the Violence” programme. The partnership also enabled a master’s
student under Dr Hargovan’s supervision, to collect data and share findings on youth diversion and
diversion programmes.
In November 2019, Khulisa jointly hosted a National Colloquium on Access to Justice for People
with Albinism, with The Department of Justice and Correctional Services in Pretoria. The intended
outcome was to understand the predicament of PWA and to ascertain how effectively civil society
could assist in the crusade against the human rights abuse directed at PWA through advocacy,
public education, accountability, and swift recourse to the law. The draft resolutions acknowledge
that legal reform is insufficient to protect the rights of PWA; community awareness raising and
education on albinism, rights education, advocacy, and services geared to cater to the unique
and diverse needs of PWA, must be prioritised. Dr Hargovan presented the keynote address as a
guest of Khulisa. Dr Hargovan, together with her post-graduate student, participated in focus group
discussions with PWA, which were facilitated by Khulisa, as part of their access to Justice project;
positive results through the publication of a peer reviewed journal article (Title: ‘Visible yet Invisible’:
A Social Justice Approach to Understanding Access to Education for People with Albinism). Two
more papers have been submitted for publication. The collaboration with Dr Hargovan has inspired
a student to pursue her Doctorate on access to higher education for PWA in KwaZulu-Natal.
In November 2021, Khulisa, in partnership and collaboration with the University of KwaZulu-Natal
and the Restorative Justice Centre, hosted a webinar to commemorate International Restorative
Justice Week. The partnership with Dr Hargovan and UKZN has created opportunities for academic
collaboration, stakeholder (civic) engagement, advocacy and awareness raising initiatives, rights
education, project development and management, and social cohesion. Khulisa’s association with
the University of KwaZulu-Natal has significantly enhanced their capacity to deliver meaningful and
impactful programmes and projects in communities.
On the occasion of Khulisa’s 25th Anniversary, Dr Hema Hargovan, together with the Prof E
Khalema (Dean of the School of Built Environment and Development Studies, UKZN), took the
opportunity to wish Khulisa all the best for the future. “In the years ahead, may you be supported
and empowered to continue making a difference in communities throughout South Africa.”
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LAUNCH OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN COALITION
OF RESTORATIVE JUSTICE (SACRJ)
Khulisa established a committee to develop and sustain an action-oriented developmental
agenda in the application of restorative justice in the conflict transformation, peace-building,
and human rights arena in South Africa.
The SACRJ aspires to drive a collaborative and inter-sectoral effort to re-ignite restorative
justice in South Africa by encouraging collaboration between circle justice practitioners,
policymakers, academics, and relevant stakeholders. They will work together toward
peacebuilding, conflict resolution and social justice, leading to greater social cohesion and
broader societal transformation in South Africa.
SACRJ Steering Committee includes Dr Hema Hargovan, Lesley Ann van Selm, Mike Batley,
Venessa Padayachee, and Lisa Marqua-Harries.

KHULISA UK
Khulisa UK is celebrating its 15th anniversary and has become one of the UK’s leading
charitable institutes tackling restorative justice and crime prevention. Below is a press release
issued on 14 February 2022.
14 February 2022
Khulisa UK Runs Prison Radio Show with the National Prison Radio
In partnership with the National Prison Radio, Khulisa has produced a series of radio shows,
which have been broadcast across prisons in the UK. The series is aimed specifically at
inmates and focuses on helping prisoners with their emotional well-being.
The series was hosted by Lady Unchained and published three episodes which discussed
different topics, including change, fear and anger. Each of these episodes includes a chat
with a prisoner, as well as with Damian, a Khulisa facilitator.
Broadcast into prisoners’ cells; the radio programmes share practical skills for managing their
emotional well-being and stories of inspiration from former inmates in order to bolster hope.
Inmates can tune into an audio version of our programme content and learn more.
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ACTIVATE! PARTNERS WITH
KHULISA TO BRING CIVIC
EDUCATION TO NGO’S NATIONALLY
Objectives of the Activate! Programme
In February, ACTIVATE! contracted Khulisa to assist in the rollout of their Civic Education
toolkit to fifteen NGOs throughout South Africa. Khulisa and ACTIVATE! share a long-term
relationship in promoting Civic Education amongst the youth in our country. At a launch
event held in March, Khulisa was introduced as the Activate implementing partner for their
yearlong educational rollout programme.
The importance of civic education in society is unquestionable. For instance, education
benefits individuals through character and confidence building. It also benefits whole societies
as it promotes stable environments and enables community members to understand the
difference between and consequences of doing what is right and wrong. Moreover, educated
people are more likely to participate in projects that help solve problems and improve their
neighbourhoods and society. Therefore exploring and understanding the link between civic
education, and social cohesion/peace-making is essential. The strength of relationships and
the sense of solidarity among community members can be strengthened when they better
understand their rights and responsibilities.
Through our training that will be led and facilitated by young people across the
country, we aim to enable participants to achieve the following:
• Understand the detail of active citizenry, democracy and civic education.
• Learn about the structures, functions and responsibilities of local government.
• Explore youth participation – and why it is necessary.
• Understand how and why partnerships/collaboration can work to address issues.
WHO IS ACTIVATE! CHANGE DRIVERS?
ACTIVATE! Change Drivers is a multi-sectoral youth development programme. It has delivered
leadership development and capacity-building programmes to a national network of over
4000 young people in the past ten years. The mission is to enable access to platforms for
youth leaders to connect, share ideas and be empowered to become active in change.
In addition to those mentioned, civic education can aid in turning society away from violent
conflict and towards productive political relationships that enable peaceful negotiations of
disagreements. One study goes as far as to say that civic education can anticipate conflict,
prepare for its occurrence, and provide strategies to prevent or overcome potentially volatile
situations. There are many examples where civic education is used to create stability in
societies suffering from violent conflict and its aftermath.
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FIRSTJOB PROGRAMME
A Firstrand Initiative
Essential Human Resources Availed Through One-Year
Placement of FirstJob Interns. Over the past year, Khulisa has
benefited from the partnership with FirstRand, resulting in ten
intern placements with Khulisa for one year, some dating back
to June last year.
Khulisa entitled the interns to identify a specific training programme to enhance their
functionality within the organisation. Training, sponsored by FirstJob, has been provided
to all interns either on-site or virtually between April and July, including counselling skills,
entrepreneurship/volunteering, business communication, communication skills, critical
thinking, Sage Pastel Payroll Pro, Microsoft Office Advanced.
Independent of a stipend received, Khulisa
placed the FirstJob interns in their offices
around the country, allowing them to
shadow the Khulisa team, and exposing
them to the real working world.
“Being an intern with FirstJob has changed
my life. Not only through the skills and
mentorship required but also being able
to further my farming business through the
monthly stipend I received”.
- Precious Mawenya from Luphisi
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GEOGRAPHIC FOOTPRINT
Through Khulisa’s 18 offices located in five
provinces, employing 253 staff including
volunteers and interns, working in collaboration
with about 350 NGOs, we directly touched the
lives of 49,958 people and approximately
200,000 people indirectly.

SUMMARY OF DIRECT BENEFICIARIES: 2021 - 2022
PROVINCE
Gauteng

NUMBER
22,329

Gauteng VEP

3,895

North West

2,693

Limpopo
Mpumalanga
Kwa-Zulu Natal
Western Cape (Incl. Streetscapes)
Eastern Cape
Northern Cape

11,297
2,897
150
5,790
16
1

Streetscapes

600

Shared Services Centre

837

TOTAL
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BOARD MEMBERS
Each Board Member is entirely au fait with all Khulisa’s projects, current and planned, and can
speak knowledgeably about the organisation – its scope, reach, and potential- and contributes
positively to the advancement of our country and its communities.
KHULISA’S CURRENT BOARD IS MADE UP AS FOLLOWS:

Ian Mann
The founder and managing director of Gateways Business
Consultants, a boutique consultancy specializing in leadership and
strategy. The firm consults with large and medium-sized businesses
in 14 countries.

Lesley Ann van Selm (Managing Director)
Started her own marketing company at 24 in 1979, focusing on
the upliftment of marginalised communities.
The genesis of Khulisa, spearheaded by Lesley Ann, dates back
to 1997 when she launched a storytelling programme amongst
juvenile offenders utilising African stories to promote a sense of
cultural pride.

Phephile Simelane-Modiselle (Deputy Chairperson)
Over the past ten years, she has worked with senior leaders
and stakeholders in numerous large corporates to develop and
implement strategic programmes that drive organisational culture.
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Khomi Cimus Makhubele (KC)
An entrepreneurial, bottom-line-focused business leader with
a solid record of accomplishment of hands-on experience and
success in strategic Overall Business, Marketing, and Human
Capital Development.

Lynne Ross
A successful entrepreneur with an impressive range of experience
across many business and discipline areas. In 2014 Lynne founded
Idea Alive SA (IASA) - an Executive, Business & Life Coaching
practice. In her own words:
“The Executive & Business coaching side of the organisation
works with clients in the areas of business strategy, organisational
leadership, communication, goal achievement and stress
management.” Clients seeking Life Coaching are coached around
personal health & wellbeing, career choices, relocation, and other
life issues.”
Vimbai Macheka
A Chartered Accountant with experience in Financial Management
and Accounting. She was interested in setting up Controls,
Governance, Internal Auditing and Risk Management. Recently
was part of the South African Institute of Chartered Accountants
(SAICA) National Building Project, where the Project guided the
CET Colleges in setting Financial Management, Supply Chain
& Governance processes and structures in line with PFMA and
National Treasury Regulations. Passionate about the empowerment
of people, particularly women and youth.

Lutfiya Fajander
A Finance Executive with a depth of experience and expertise
within multiple industries, including retail, distribution, financial
services, and infrastructure management.
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Without you,
Khulisa would not be

OUR DONORS
Bank Seta		
Bayer International
David Gras
Department of Social
Development
		National
		 Provincial (Gauteng,
		Mpumalanga,
Western Cape
FirstJob Project
(First Rand Bank)

Firstrand Volunteers
Genesis Steel
Ian Mann		
Investec Bank
Khulisa UK
Lameck Ogode 		
MDRT - Million Dollar
Round Table
MICT Seta
MUFG - Mitsubishi UFJ
Financial Group

Payfast		
Projectlink Consulting
Pure Madi
University of Pretoria
Skin Renewal Institute
The Rustenburg Community
Development Trust
Woolworths - My School
Card
Numerous individual
donors

FINANCIAL REPORT
FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
The past fiscal year saw Khulisa
achieving some significant milestones
from a financial perspective. However,
low overhead recovery remains a
consistent threat, especially for financial
contributions toward our operational
costs.
REVIEW OF FINANCIAL RESULTS
AND ACTIVITIES
Our annual financial statements have
been prepared per the International
Financial Reporting Standard for small
and medium-sized entities. The accounting
policies have been applied consistently
compared to our prior year.
Should you wish to obtain a copy of
our annual financials, please email
ilke@khulisa.org.za
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Breakdown of Funds for the year 2021 - 2022

Breakdown
the
2021
Breakdown of
of Funds
Funds for
forOF
the year
year
2021 -- 2022
2022 2021 - 2022
BREAKDOWN
FUNDS

Funding
Funding by
by Province
Province 2021
2021 --- 2022
2022
Funding
by
Province
2021
2022
7%
7%
7%
27%
27%
27%

Gauteng
Gauteng
Gauteng
Mpumalanga
Mpumalanga
Mpumalanga
Western Cape
Western
Western Cape
Cape
Limpopo
Limpopo
Limpopo

47%
47%
47%
19%
19%
19%

Funding
Funding by
by Programme
Programme 2021
2021 --- 2022
2022
Funding
by
Programme
2021
2022

40%
40%
40%

51%
51%
51%
9%
9%
9%

Community Development
Community Development
Development
Community
Mentorship 0,1%
Mentorship 0,1%
0,1%
Mentorship
Development and Training
Development and
and Training
Training
Development
Diversion
Diversion
Diversion

0%
0%
0%

Funding
2022
Funding by
by Funder
Funder 2021
2021 --- 2022
2022
Funding
by
Funder
2021

48%
48%
48%

50%
50%
50%
2%
2%
0% 2%
0%
0%

Government Funding
Government Funding
Funding
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Funding by programme (taken
from the full audited statements
presented at the annual general
meeting, copies of which are
available from Khulisa Social
Solutions, veni@khulisa.org.za.

Khulisa Social Solutions NPC

(Registration number: 1998/001994/08)
Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2022

Statement of Financial Position as at 31 March 2022
Note(s)

2022
R

2021
R

Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment

2

1 126 909

975 958

Current Assets
Receivables
Prepayments
Cash and cash equivalents

3
4
5

1 420 043
1 799 520
3 878 639

1 038 405
511 768
3 815 364

7 098 202

5 365 537

8 225 111

6 341 495

24 601

12 763

1 775 392
6 344 118
81 000

1 238 119
56 193
4 968 420
66 000

8 200 510

6 328 732

8 225 111

6 341 495

Total Assets
Equity and Liabilities
Equity
Accumulated surplus
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Payables
Finance lease liabilities
Grants received in advance
Provisions
Total Equity and Liabilities

7
6
8
9

Khulisa Social Solutions NPC

(Registration number: 1998/001994/08)
Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2022

Statement of Changes in Equity
Accumulated
surplus
R
Balance at 01 April 2020

Total equity
R

2 602

2 602

Surplus for the year

10 161

10 161

Balance at 01 April 2021

12 763

12 763

Surplus for the year

11 838

11 838

Balance at 31 March 2022

24 601

24 601

Note(s)
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KHULISA SOCIAL SOLUTIONS

CONTACT US
SHARED SERVICES CENTRE
105 Oxford Road, Saxonwold, 2193, Gauteng
Managing Director
Finance
Quality Assurance
Funding/Partnerships
Office Liaison

Lesley Ann van Selm
Ilke Charlotteaux
Charlene Narsoo
Lesley Ann van Selm
Alicia Ndlovu

Telephone (011) 788 8237
Email info@khulisa.org.za
Website www.khulisa.org.za
REGIONAL OFFICES
Khulisa Gauteng
Roodepoort
23 Amelia Street
Roodepoort
Mabana Moyo
mabana@khulisa.org.za
072 071 3551

Khulisa North West
Shop No. 2, Haffson Centre
Botha street
Northam
Lungile Mbuyazi
lungile@khulisa.org.za
064 519 3015

Khulisa Western Cape
3rd Floor, 17 Norlen House
Cnr Caledon & Buitenkant
Streets, Cape Town
Mandy Mubaiwa
mandy@khulisa.org.za
060 805 6131

Streetscapes HQ
10 Kent Street, Zonnebloem
Cape Town
Jesse Laitinen
jesse@khulisa.org.za
083 700 6064

Design by Debbie Farrell - www.debbiefarrell.co.za
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Khulisa Mpumalanga
Office No. G12 and G13
Smuts Park Building
Cnr Northey Street & Smuts
Avenue, eMalahleni
Lungile Madlala
lungilem@khulisa.org.za
084 208 8738
Registration No: 98/001994/08
VAT No: 4150197192
PBO No: 930010654
Khulisa has been a registered non-profit
company since 1998, registration number
98/001994/08. We have been approved
for purposes of Section 18A (1) (a) of the
Income Tax Act and donations made to the
organization will be tax deductible in the
hands of the donors. We are a Level 1 BBBEE
organization with 100% black beneficiaries.

